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ABSTRACT
Onramp merging may be difficult if the onramp weaving/merging length is too short because a
driver may find that even merging behind a neighboring large truck on the adjacent outside lane
may not be completed safely. Because of insufficient weaving length for onramp acceleration, a
slow merged vehicle may be rear-ended by a following vehicle on the outside lane when speed
differential between the onramp vehicle and the following vehicle is relatively high. Nevertheless,
short onramps at occasions are designed and built when right of way is constrained possibly by
a variety of issues. The design onramp weaving length hasn’t been well explained physically in
various existing guidelines or design manuals. Recently, a design paradigm, where human
factors, vehicle dynamics, tire-road friction, and the onramp merging scenarios are integrated
into a single framework, has been developed to resolve this merging difficulty. In this paper,
the lower limit recommended for onramp weaving length needed for a driver to merge into the
freeway traffic successfully is determined based on the physical solutions derived from the
paradigm and a physical constraint for avoiding potential rear-end collisions between the slow
merged vehicle and the following vehicle on freeway. This weaving length limit sets the minimal
weaving length for safer free onramp merging and guides the practitioners/designers who
encounter design situations where freeway right of way at onramp is limited.
1. INTRODUCTION
An exact paradigm modeling safe merging processes along an onramp free of additional
traffic control devices free onramp, has been established based on the integration of
driver decision, vehicle characteristics, and onramp weaving length [1]. Safe merging
implies that a driver may find merging behind and/or ahead of an adjacent vehicle in
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the freeway outside lane can be completed safely. Since the merging maneuvers
involving two passenger vehicles are less critical than that involving a large vehicle and
a passenger car, we examine the situation where the merging involves an onramp
passenger car and a large vehicle on the outside lane. When two heavy vehicles are
involved in the merging process, drivers usually cooperate to complete the process
because both vehicles are physically large enough to catch both drivers’ attention nearby
the gore area. When a passenger car in the outside lane and an onramp heavy vehicle
are involved in the merging, a passenger car driver will likely take proper actions to
avoid the potential conflict which could be fatal. The more difficult merging involves a
heavy vehicle in the outside lane and an onramp passenger car because the onramp
vehicle may happen to be in the blind area at the passenger side of the large vehicle
possibly throughout the merging process.
On occasions, short freeway ramps are designed and built because of physical,
financial, environmental constraints, and other possible combinations of rules and
regulations. When a short onramp is provided, it is expected that an onramp driver
would not merge ahead but merge behind an adjacent large vehicle which is close to the
inlet nose where driver’s merging strategy is initially executed. The question is how
short an onramp can be if operational safety is taken into account? In this paper, based
on the paradigm established before [1], we determine shortest design onramp length
should be for a driver to merge with care into the freeway traffic. Knowing that merging
behind an adjacent large vehicle, an onramp driver may have at least four possible
options to consider. The first option for dilute freeway traffic is to coast along the
weaving portion for few seconds and then merge and accelerate up to an intended speed
around the posted speed limit; the second option, likely adopted by an aged or
conservative driver, is to decelerate to some extent and merge after the nearby freeway
vehicle on the outside lane has moved ahead; the third option, which a normal driver
may take on, is to accelerate to merge behind an adjacent freeway vehicle if present
while keeping at least a reasonable distance ‘D’ from the rear end of the vehicle at the
end of the merging; and the fourth option, an unlikely outcome outside of traffic peak
periods, is to stop and wait for a big enough headway gap between two vehicles along
the outside lane to appear. The fourth option if picked up frequently might indicate the
existing onramp has some outdated, undesirable, or non-standard features near the
weaving section. With this in mind, we would explore the onramp weaving section that
would be sufficient for onramp drivers to accomplish the merging via the first, second
or the third option when a short ramp is provided. Note that if the third option is made
available to an onramp driver, the onramp driver should also be able to merge via the
second or first option if chosen.
2. FORMULATION
Denoting the onramp driver’s perception-reaction time as δ, the acceleration or
deceleration of an onramp vehicle with respect to time t can be expressed as
(1)
dv
dt
v t= − ℵ −( ) ( )α β δ
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Where function ℵ(u) is a step function; namely, ℵ(u) = 1 for u > 0 and, ℵ(u) = 0 for
u ≤ 0. Both phenomenological parameters α and β, positive for acceleration, depend on
vehicular engine performance and the tire-road contact characteristics. Integrating the
above Eq. (1) yields the speed of the onramp vehicle
(2)
Where the initial speed of the onramp vehicle at the weaving section is denoted by
VR, which can be visualized as the speed with which the onramp vehicle is injected into
the weaving section near but beyond the gore tip. Integrating Eq. (2) once more, the
distance SR that the on-ramp vehicle traveled after the driver’s has decided either to
accelerate or decelerate.
(3)
Noting that Eq. (3) includes constant acceleration/deceleration with parameter β = 0
as a special case, in which a polynomial expression for the distance SR(t) can be easily
derived via a Taylor series expansion of the equation.
For a short ramp, most onramp drivers in the weaving section are most likely to slow
down and merge behind the adjacent parallel running vehicle in the outside lane. A
difficult merging behind scenarios is illustrated in Figure 1.
S t V t V t V eR R R R( ) ( ) [ ( ) ( )(= ℵ − + + − + −t δ β
δβ αβ δ α β12
2 − − − ℵ −β δ δ( ) )] ( )t t1
v t V t V e tR R
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Figure 1. Schematic plot for a critical merging scenario
Note that the distance SH that the outside lane vehicle traveled with a constant speed
vH over the time duration t would be
SH(t) = vHt (4)
Equation (4) is justified because large vehicles usually keep moving at a constant
speed unless traffic is congested. If the weaving or merging behind the adjacent vehicle
on the outside lane is successful, then this process should be completed by the time the
highway vehicle reaches the end of the onramp before the beginning of the tapering
section; namely the following equation shall be met
(5)
LM = LH + Lw (6)
where length parameters Lw, LH, and Lp represent respectively the weaving length, the
length of the outside lane vehicle, and the length of the onramp vehicle. Equation (5)
above includes the size of the large vehicle ‘LH’ at the right hand side, which is no in the
similar Eq. (5) in reference 1 due to a typo error; and the symbol ‘ LM’ at the left hand
side of Eq. (5) in reference 1 should have been ‘ Lw’ [1]. The adjustable parameter ‘D’
representing the minimal distance between the frontal part of the onramp and the rear
end of the highway vehicle depends on the merging situations. Shown in Figure 1 is a
difficult merging situation in which an onramp driver tries to merge behind when the
onramp vehicle is almost ahead of the large highway vehicle but not yet.
Technically, an onramp is too short if Eq. (5) doesn’t hold, namely
(7)
For example, let say VR  vH, namely, the launching speed of the onramp vehicle at
the inlet nose is equal or greater than the speed of the highway vehicle, Eq. (7) will hold
as expected. Equation (7) having lumped up the parameters for design and traffic
operation, imposes an onramp design constraint for safer merging operation.
3. SPEED DEPENDENT ONRAMP ACCELERATION
Assuming the highway vehicle moving at a constant speed υH, Eq. (5) can be explicitly
reduced to
(8)
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Where, duration τ = Lw/vH is the time which takes the highway vehicle traverses
through the weaving section with full lane width.
The exact solution for Eq (8) can be numerically determined by initiating the trial
solution and then iterating Equation (9) to find the solution with arbitrary high
accuracy.
(9)
Where parameters , α1 = α –βVR, and α2 = α–βvH. Hence, the required
onramp length turns out to be
(10)
Where quantity 
60
is obtained by iterating Eq. (9) sixty times using an Excel spread
sheet. Practically, one only needs to iterate Eq. (9) few dozen times in order to achieve
the intended accuracy. Noting that the required onramp length LW for the merging
behind scenario is exactly determined by integrating the relevant human factors, vehicle
dynamics, and onramp design.
It is physically expected that the minimal required distance ‘LWN’, decreases with the
inlet launching speed ‘VR’. However, a slow speed VR may cause rear end collision when
the following vehicle on highway failed to slow down in time behind the merged
vehicle. With a merged vehicle moving at speed ‘VR’ at the end of the weaving section,
would a vehicle with a headway of tH seconds following behind the large vehicle be able
to avoid a potential rear-end collision with the slow merged vehicle assuming that the
following vehicle remains on the outside lane? The collision would be avoided if this
equation holds:
(11)
The positive parameters δH and α– represent and the following driver’s perception-
reaction time and the emergency deceleration rate for the following vehicle. Equation
(11) imposes a constraint on the merging speed ‘VR’, which must be greater than the
minimal speed vR, M:
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Assigning the values 26 m/s, 4m/s2, 2.5 s, and 2.5 s for parameters vH, α–, δH, and
tH, respectively, one finds that minimal speed VR, M is approximately 14 m/s or 31 mph.
Note that the deceleration rate depends on the freeway’s horizontal inclination at the
onramp. If the merging is on a downhill section with a 5% grade, the rate α– of 3.5m/s2
should have been used instead. Speed vR, M is adjustable as driving scenario changes. For
an aged driver, the driver’s reaction time δH may be 5 s or more, implying that minimal
speed vR,M should be approximately 38 mph; if the driver is inattentive with an indefinite
long reaction time δH, then the minimal speed vR, M should be close to speed vH in order
to avoid a potential rear-end collision.
For a short ramp, the onramp inlet nose speed ‘VR’, which is influenced by a small
radius of the onramp or a relatively short and steep diagonal ramp behind the inlet nose,
is usually less than 45 mph. To illustrate the dependence of the desirable onramp length
LWN on launching speed VR, we choose the parameters α, β, δ, vH, D, LP and LH to be
1.8m/s2 0.045/s, 1.0 s, 26 m/s, 11.6 m, 5.2 m, and 22.4 m as an example. Parameter ‘D’
is chosen to be twice of the design passenger car length and ‘LH’ to be the design length
of the WB-20 design vehicle as discussed in AASHTO Geometric Design [2]. The
required minimal short onramp weaving length shown as the solid line in Figure 2
increases with the launching/inlet nose speed ‘VR’. Plotted in Figure 2 is the minimal
required weaving length LWN by taking into account both Eqs. (10) and (12) and using
the above derived VR,M of 14 m/s. The horizontal section for the inlet nose speed ‘VR’
below 14 m/s, indicates that the design weaving length should not be less than
approximately 71 meters, below which potential rear-end collisions between a merged
vehicle and the following vehicle on a freeway outside lane may occur. The region
above the solid line is the region where the short weaving length ‘LW’ should be selected
for an intended low design speed ‘VR’ when sufficient right of way is unavailable at an
onramp or an interchange. The region below the solid line is the forbidden region as
long as driver’s role hasn’t been replaced by an artificial intelligent agent or vehicle
driving hasn’t been made completely automatic.
4. CONSTANT ONRAMP ACCELERATION
At times, it is difficult to get a timely measurement of both acceleration parameter α and
β. One way to go around this problem is to choose a constant or an average deceleration,
say ‘α1’ attainable by most vehicles at merging at short ramps. The estimated required
weaving length LW for constant deceleration can be found by applying the Taylor
expansion to Eq. (8), replacing parameter ‘α’ with ‘α1’ for ‘α–βVR’, and approximating
parameter ‘β’ with a number nearly zero, yielding
(13)
Solving this quadratic equation yields the minimal weaving length required for the
onramp vehicle to merge behind the highway vehicle
(14)
where quantities E = vH–VR, F = LP + LH + D –(vH –VR)δ.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, equations and formulas integrating human-vehicle-roadway interactions is
established to determine exactly the limit for short onramp weaving length for
alleviating onramp merging difficulty and potential rear-end collisions. These formulas
and equations, which can be easily programmed into a Microsoft Excel spread sheet or
other computational software, is readily applied to calculate the minimal required
weaving length for safer merging and avoiding potential traffic collision in the merging
process. Equations (8)–(10) are derived for resolving the merging behind difficulty
when the onramp vehicle acceleration is speed dependent. Equation (14) will be applied
to situations where the onramp vehicle acceleration is replaced by an average
acceleration. Equation (12) determines exactly the lower bound for launching speed
‘VR’ at the onramp inlet nose, which in turn can be used to obtain the minimal weaving
length via Eq. (10) or Eq. (14). Practitioners or researchers can always adjust the
parameters to the right range to gauge the minimal needed weaving length to fit the
anticipated or popular merging scenarios at the onramps.
In case that a designed short ramp due to right of way constraints is to be constructed,
a diagonal short ramp with a weaving length above the minimum for an intended
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Figure 2. The minimal onramp weaving length LWN for merging behind a freeway
vehicle is plotted as the solid line against the onramp inlet nose speed VR
based on Eqs. (10) and (12). The freeway vehicle speed vH on the outside
lane is set at 26 m/s, and the reasonable minimal launching speed VR,M
found to be around 14 m/s.
launching speed at the inlet nose would be a preferred option because a small loop ramp
radius that can fit into a design scope with limited right of way will keep the speed at
the inlet nose low, possibly lower than the minimal required launching speed. For
example, even with a design loop ramp radius of 150 ft, the launching speed is expected
to be around 48 kph (30 mph) on dry road surfaces or could be much lower when the
road surface is lubricated by rain, ice frost, or a thin layer of snowflakes at occasions.
Here, the launching speed is estimated via the relation , where quantities
‘g’ and ‘R’ stand for gravitational acceleration constant and radius of a circular onramp.
With this said, it isn’t our intention to promote short ramp design, which in general
isn’t preferred by an onramp driver having a smoother and safer merging transition in
mind. In particular, any onramp design picking a weaving length in the forbidden region
or below the solid line in Figure 2 could potentially lead to consequences beyond traffic
collisions, such as legal challenges on the design or negative impacts to the surrounding
natural environments if the collision causes hazardous material spill. One may further
argue that the short onramp doesn’t terminate right at the beginning of the taper section,
and drivers often can drive another 150 ft or more with a tapering ratio of 50:1 and a
wide enough outside shoulder to merge before the width in the taper section drops
below around 8 ft or so; however, when a traffic collision occurred in a merging
maneuver at a spot well within the taper section because of insufficient long onramp
weaving length, a practitioner or an investigator could be busy in a conundrum to find
a reason justifying the existing weaving length if it is too short to meet Eq. (7). One may
further question what could be done for a short ramp which is to be or has been
constructed too short to meet Eq. (7)? One possible solution is to install an actuated
ramp meter that will slow down an onramp vehicle enough when traffic in the mainline
is relatively heavy, so the onramp drivers may make correct decisions with sufficient
amount of time to merge behind a nearby vehicle if present in the freeway outside lane.
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